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Feature Selection with Graph Mining Technology
Thosini Bamunu Mudiyanselage and Yanqing Zhang
Abstract: Many real world applications have problems with high dimensionality, which existing algorithms cannot
overcome.

A critical data preprocessing problem is feature selection, whereby its non-scalability negatively

influences both the efficiency and performance of big data applications. In this research, we developed a new
algorithm to reduce the dimensionality of a problem using graph-based analysis, which retains the physical meaning
of the original high-dimensional feature space. Most existing feature-selection methods are based on a strong
assumption that features are independent of each other. However, if the feature-selection algorithm does not
take into consideration the interdependencies of the feature space, the selected data fail to correctly represent the
original data. We developed a new feature-selection method to address this challenge. Our aim in this research was
to examine the dependencies between features and select the optimal feature set with respect to the original data
structure. Another important factor in our proposed method is that it can perform even in the absence of class labels.
This is a more difficult problem that many feature-selection algorithms fail to address. In this case, they only use
wrapper techniques that require a learning algorithm to select features. It is important to note that our experimental
results indicates, this proposed simple ranking method performs better than other methods, independent of any
particular learning algorithm used.
Key words: graph mining; network embedding; big data analysis; feature selection; high-dimensional data

1

Introduction

Data processing and decision-making in today’s world
have become more complex with the continuously
expanding volume of data. As a result, big data
applications are much bigger and more complex than
traditional data processing applications can handle.
Due to the presence of such large-scale data, it has
become a challenge to know how to effectively apply
existing algorithms that were originally designed for
low-dimensional space. As a result, we are forced
to revisit a feature-selection method that provides an
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effective strategy for preparing high-dimensional data
for existing algorithms.
Most existing feature-selection algorithms are based
on a strong assumption that the features are independent
of each other and are identically distributed. As
such, since these algorithms neglect the structure or
intrinsic dependencies among features, the selected
feature set may not effectively represent the data. For
instance, many problem domains contain feature spaces
that have pairwise dependencies. In natural language
processing or text mining applications, each feature
is considered as a word or term, and those that have
similarity with other words are called synonyms[1] .
Furthermore, in biological applications, some genes
work in groups in which there are interdependencies
between genes. In our experiments, we took into
consideration this dependency information to reduce
the feature space while still ensuring the readability
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and interpretability of the original data space. We
used a graph G.V; E/ to encode these dependencies,
where V is the set of all features and E is the
set of all pairwise dependencies among features. If
there are m nodes V D fV1 ; V2 ; : : : ; Vm g and a set of
n edges E D fE1 ; E2 ; : : : ; En g in G.V; E/, node Vi
corresponds to the i-th feature and Ej represents a
pairwise dependency. Learning the representations of
nodes in a network or graph with preserving certain
properties of the network is beneficial for various
analysis tasks and has attracted significant attention in
recent years[2] .
Filter feature-selection methods have attracted
more attention than wrapper methods due to their
computational simplicity. However, there remains a
problem of whether they can find the optimal feature
subset. To explain, the more popular method calculates
the similarity between each feature and the class output,
and then selects the top k features with high similarity
values, where k is an integer. Recent studies show,
however, that to identify the optimal feature subset,
we must also consider the inter-feature similarity
rather than only the similarity of features with the
class output. For example, assume that we have four
features A, B, C, and D and have found that B, D, C,
and A is the descending order of similarity with the
output variable E. Now, we might select only the two
most similar features B and D to further reduce the
number of features. But the fact that A and B together
can discriminate the label of the output class better
than B and D illustrates the drawback of the above
feature-selection method.
Therefore, we must also consider the similarity
(mutual information) between new features and those
already selected. In other words, we must consider the
discriminative power of the class label of a new feature
given that some features have already been selected. To
do so, we apply the Markov chain, which is a stochastic
process that enables us to predict the future given the
current state. Here the current state is a subset of already
selected features and the future is the newly selected
feature. The Markov chain is a random process, in
which a system transitions from one node to another
in discrete time steps and this visitation process has a
strong connection with the pairwise dependencies of
each pair of nodes. We assign each node a value,
depending on the similarity of that feature node with the
output label, and each edge represents a similarity value
for a pair of feature nodes. Then, we allow random
transitions between feature nodes and at a specific time

we find that the vector of probabilities for visiting each
node is fixed. We can then rank each node or feature
with these fixed probability values.
Highly ranked feature nodes indicate the most highly
connected optimal feature subset and we evaluate the
performance of this set using classification algorithms
to predict its output. In our experiments, we used the
widely applied machine learning package scikit-learn
and two publicly available datasets.
In this paper, we describe related work in Section 2
and present our proposed method in Section 3. Section
3 also contains a detailed description of our new feature
score algorithm and a proof of the concept. In Section
4, we discuss our experimental results and we draw our
research conclusions in Section 5.

2

Related Work

We are interested in filter methods as they mainly
rely on ranking features and then select a more
highly ranked set of features. These methods are
a good solution for many applications due to their
simplicity (light computation) and the fact that
they avoid overfitting in that they do not rely on
learning algorithms. Recently, many researchers have
proposed filter feature-selection methods that use
various ways to measure the relevance of variables to
differentiate between classes. One such application
is gene microarray analysis and in Ref. [3], the
authors discussed two strategies: ranking a score
value based on the significance of variables and
space search methods that use optimization functions.
The authors in Ref. [4] proposed a method that first
divides genes into subsets, then selects informative
smaller subsets of genes to address the problem in
which weakly ranked genes could perform well in
classification. The authors in Refs. [5, 6] suggested the
use of optimization functions such as binary swarm
optimization and genetic algorithms to find the most
relevant subset of features in generic (normal) and
sensed-image data, respectively. Text classification
is another application that is greatly affected by a
high-dimensional feature space, and the authors in
Ref. [7] suggested a new supervised feature-selection
approach that defines a similarity value between a
term and a class as a score for ranking. The authors
in Ref. [8] introduced a conventional combinatorial
optimization formulation for similarity-preserving
feature selection, then extended it with a sparse
multiple-output regression formulation to improve
its efficiency and effectiveness. A group incremental
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rough feature-selection algorithm based on information
entropy was introduced in Ref. [9], and a novel
3-D segmentation technique within a random forest
classification framework is presented by the authors in
Ref. [10]. One of the main drawbacks of filter methods
is that the less important features on their own can be
more informative and have a good relation with the
output when combined with other features. Also, filter
methods always rely on class labels, which are not
always available.
The challenge of this problem is that data is
always linked, which invalidates assumptions of
independence and identical distributions. Recently
developed unsupervised feature-selection algorithms
try to find the best set of features by finding this
hidden structures in data. The primary technique used
by these methods is clustering. Most of the works which
use graphs for their analysis focus on representing
the data space as a graph and cluster data to find
relevant features. The authors in Ref. [11] proposed
such an algorithm in which data are first divided into
clusters using graph-theoretic clustering and then the
most representative feature that is strongly related to
the target is selected from each cluster to form a
feature subset. Among all such similar work, only
the authors in Ref. [12] used graph representation of
features where each node is a feature. But they also
first clustered the feature vectors based on similarity
and rank features in each cluster to find best feature
set for the classification. The authors in Ref. [13]
used a hybrid of particle swarm optimization algorithm
with genetic operators for the unsupervised feature
selection and K-means clustering is used to evaluate
the effectiveness of obtained feature subsets. It is a
known fact that, high-dimensional space K-means is
very inefficient and always fails to address complex data
clusters. Also, we still have the problem of whether
the feature subset comprising features from each cluster
can really differentiate between all the data instances in
different classes.
When we have high dimensional feature space with
less number of samples, learning algorithms always
tend to remember those training data and then badly
perform on the testing data which is called over-fitting
problem. To tackle this issue, there is another feature
selection method which is called embedded method.
These methods try to embed feature selection phase
into learning algorithm construction where both phase
complement each other. Among embedded methods,
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sparse learning methods are popular in recent research
work. Sparse learning based methods aim to minimize
the fitting errors in learning algorithm by using sparse
regularization terms. The sparse regularizer forces some
feature coefficient to be small and exactly zero and
corresponding features can be eliminated. In Lasso,
l1
norm regularization term is added to achieve
feature selection. But still these methods suffer in an
environment where the class labels are not available
for the data set. As a result unsupervised sparse
learning based feature selection has received increasing
attention in recent years. MCFS[14] is one of the
first unsupervised sparse learning based method and it
proposes to select features which cover cluster structure
where clusters are made using spectral analysis. Very
recent works use the same process with small changes
to previous work in unsupervised sparse learning. The
work in Ref. [15] suggests to select a sample subset
which includes the most important samples to build an
initial feature selection model first and then improved
by generalization involving other important samples
in contrast to feature selection methods equivalently
consider the samples to select important features. The
main disadvantage of the above methods is they do
not consider data dependencies or feature relations well
as feature-representation coefficient matrix is fixed and
cannot be fine-tuned according to the structure of data.
To solve the above problems, the authors in Ref. [16]
suggested an unsupervised feature selection algorithm
that combines sparse feature selection and manifold
structure learning. Specifically, they first utilize
feature representation to construct the model. After
that, the feature-representation coefficient matrix is
dynamically adjusted based on the data similarity
matrix and combine with sparse learning. Adding a
graph regularization term into main objective function
which is the combination of feature-level representation
loss function plus a regularization term is done in
Ref. [17]. The authors in Ref. [18] used another
spectral feature selection model by embedding a graph
regularize into the framework of joint sparse regression
for preserving the local structure of data. Their objective
is to take subspace learning and joint sparse regression
together into account. Meanwhile some research work
proposes to learn and update these graph similarity
matrices iteratively to avoid high dimensional and
noisy data problem. Reference [19] proposes a Lowrank Sparse Subspace (LSS) clustering method via
dynamically learning the affinity matrix from low-
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dimensional space of the original data. The authors
in Ref. [20] also proposed to learn the graph matrix
measuring the similarity of samples for preserving
the local structure among samples. Furthermore, they
proposed to iteratively update the graph matrix. To
achieve a desirable feature subset, the authors in
Ref. [21] learned the reconstruction graph and selective
matrix simultaneously, instead of using a predetermined
graph. The authors in Ref. [22] proposed to learn
clustering labels of the training samples by a subspace
clustering method, and features that can well preserve
the cluster labels are selected. In all above mentioned
methods, we can see that the performance of
feature selection directly depends on the clustering
performance of the original data. In some work, we
see that the graph matrix is created iteratively or on a
low dimensional space and the created graph sometimes
can lose important features which already have strong
dependencies with remaining features and have higher
discriminative power. Also we are not sure that the
feature dependencies existing on original data space
will remain the same in low dimensional data space with
iterative learning of the similarity matrix, and hence it
will learn the data distribution and subspace structure of
the data correctly. Moreover, all of the above mentioned
methods are embedded feature selection methods and
in each learning phase, subset of features will be
considered. In some approaches, subspace learning
and clustering are completely separate from feature
selection. Finally, aggregation of all the steps is done
based on the performance of each iteration or learning
phase using methods such as weighted aggregation.
Thus, these methods completely lose the dependency
information or important meaning of the original
feature space. Most of the works we discussed still use
data manifold structure learning where only few works
consider making feature space into graph. But still their
objective of embedding graph regularization term into
main objective function of the learning model is to
give the same coefficient to similar features and thus
remove them as redundant features in final step. But in
our approach, we have considered feature dependencies
or similar features together and have identified as best
features which have the discriminative power together
between different class labels.
Further above mentioned methods are still based
on learning algorithms and still we cannot completely
eliminate the drawbacks known from wrapper methods,
such as overfitting issue and being bias towards only

one specific algorithm such as KNN or Support Vector
Machine. Another main issue is optimizing the hyperparameters in above mentioned embedded methods.
Most of the above methods are sparse feature selection
on embedded learning along with subspace learning.
So the combination of loss function and different
regularization terms is used as the main objective
function and hyper-parameters are used to balance
the contribution of these regularization terms. Some
researchers have taken steps on tuning these parameters
while some are not. This is also critical as if the value of
parameter (penalty) is high, less number of features will
be selected, while more features are selected with low
penalty. One such example is in Ref. [23] where they
combined a hidden Markov model, a localized feature
saliency measure, and two t-Student distributions to
describe the relevant and non-relevant features, to
accurately model emission parameters for each hidden
state. The increase of variables to be estimated from
data becomes a problem as this method needs many
parameters to estimate as saliency parameters and
others required by the model.
Data variance is the simplest unsupervised featureselection method, in which features with high variance
are identified as having the highest data representation
power. However, we still do not know that these
features have the best discriminative power between
different classes. The Laplacian score[24] , the most
famous unsupervised feature-selection method, finds
the subset of features that preserves the local structure
of the data more than the global structure. In contrast
to all above mentioned unsupervised or graph based
methods, our new approach is to use a graph to
represent feature space. Also we focus more on the
physical meaning of the whole feature space for which
highly connected features always have discriminative
power between different classes of a main classification
subject.

3

Proposed Method

In our proposed method, the novelty is we build the
graph based on features in contrast to majority of work
which consider graph representation of data instances.
Then the score of each feature is calculated based on
the Markov chain process where random transitions are
entered on a graph, which contains feature dependency
information. The goal is to identify a highly connected
feature set that contains the physical meaning of the real
problem and to prove that this set of features has the best
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discriminative power. We detail the steps of the new
algorithm and validate this new method in the following
subsections.
3.1

Algorithm

Input: All the features fi , where i D 1; : : : ; m.
Output: Ranking values (visiting probabilities) for
each feature fi .
(1) Find the similarity values (such as Euclidean
distance) between all feature pairs fi and fj and create
an edge between those two features if their similarity
value is greater than a certain threshold.
(2) Create a similarity graph G D .V; E/, where V is
the set of features and E is the edge set that indicates
the similarity between each pair of features.
As we can see in Fig. 1, features which have more
relation are connected in the graph. But some feature
nodes such as node 2 and node 4 are not connected as
they do not have significant relationship between them.
(3) (Optional) Calculate the feature relevance value
ri (such as correlation or mutual information) with an
output label for each node vi , only when class label
information is available.
(4) Define a row normalized adjacency (transition)
matrix P where each element pi;j corresponds to the
transition probability from node i to node j .
pi;j D ri =.number of connected nodes to node i /:
Now we can calculate the transition probability from
one node to another according to the above equation on
the feature graph. In the given example, Fig 2, as node
1 is connected with three nodes 2, 3 and 4 the transition
probabilities from node 1 to each three nodes are equal
to 1/3. Thus we can calculate transition probability

Fig. 1

An example of feature similarity graph.

matrix P for the given graph and each element of the
matrix P corresponds to pi;j (transition probability
value from node i to node j ).
Calculated transition probability matrix for the above
sample graph is given below.
1
2
3
4
1
0
1
0
1=2 1=3 1=2
B
0
1=3
0 C
P D 2 B1=3
C:
3 @1=3 1=2
0
1=2A
4 1=3
0
1=3
0
After we calculate the transition probability matrix,
next step is to calculate the visiting probability of each
node. Let’s take x1t as the probability of visiting node 1
at time t . So, the visiting probabilities of each node at
any given time can be calculated as follows.
x1t D x2t 1  p2;1 C x3t 1  p3;1 C x4t 1  p4;1 ;
x2t D x1t
x3t
x4t

3.2.1

Transition probabilities on the graph.

D
D

1

x1t 1
x1t 1

 p1;2 C x3t
 p1;3 C
 p1;4 C

1

x3t 1
x3t 1

 p3;2 ;
 p2;3 C x4t

1

 p4;3 ;

 p3;4 :

Next, all the above equations can be simplified into
a matrix notation as x t D P T  x t 1 , where P T is the
transpose of the transition probability matrix.
(5) Let x 0 be the starting vector of the visiting
probability of each node whose values are randomly
initialized.
The next step is to allow random transitions for
many iterations until the visiting probabilities of nodes
are converged. It is known that if the matrix P is a
primitive matrix which means that the related graph
is well connected, the visiting probabilities will be
converged with any randomly initialized vector of
visiting probabilities.
(6) While (x t has not converged)
xt D P Txt 1;
where t is time.
(7) Output x, which is the converged visiting
probability vector where each entry is a fixed value.
Then, features relevant to nodes with high visiting
probability can be grouped as a highly ranked feature
subset and be used to measure the accuracy of various
classification methods.
3.2

Fig. 2

77

Proof of concept
Objective function of feature selection

Recall that the objective of many feature-selection
methods is to find a feature set that preserves the
local structure of the data space. Given a dataset X 2
Rnd with n instances and d features, the pairwise
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similarity among instances is encoded in an affinity
matrix S 2 Rnn . The affinity matrix S is symmetric
and its .i; j /-th entry indicates the similarity between
the i -th instance xi and the j -th instance xj , where the
larger is the value of Sij , the more similar are xi and
xj . Suppose that we want to select the k most relevant
features from the all feature set F . One way to do so is
to maximize their
Xutility as follows:X 0
max
SC.f / D max
f Sf
(1)
f 2F

f 2F

where SC.f / is a utility function for feature f . S
denotes the transformation (e.g., scaling, normalization,
etc.) result of the original feature vector f . S is a
refined affinity matrix obtained from the affinity matrix
S . The maximization problem in Eq. (1) shows that
we would select a subset of features from F that
preserves the data similarity structures defined in S.
This problem is usually solved by the greedy selection
of the top k features that maximizes their individual
0
utility f Sf [13] .
3.2.2 Connection to the objective function
Here, we present our theoretical analysis of the
connection between proposed algorithm and another
method known as the Laplacian score, which is an
unsupervised feature-selection method in which the aim
is related to the objective function described above. The
importance of a feature can be thought of as the degree
to which it respects the graph structure. A good feature
is one in which two data points are close to each other if
and only if there is an edge between these two points. To
choose good features, we must minimize the Laplacian
score of each feature
X r as follows:
0
Lr D
.fri frj /2 Sij D f S f
(2)
ij

Features that respect the pre-defined graph structure
have a smaller .fri frj / value and a bigger Sij value,
i.e., fri  frj . In other words, two data instances i
and j with respect to feature r are very close and the
difference between them is a very small value. Having
a small value means this specific feature r respects the
pre-defined graph structure.
Let’s assume that data points in S are ordered
according to the class to which they belong, so that
x1 ; : : : ; xn are in the first class, and xn1 C1 ; : : : ; xn1 Cn2
are in the second class. Thus, we can write S as follows:
0
1
S1 0
0
B
C
S D @ 0 ::: 0 A
(3)
0
0 Sc
where data belong to c number of classes. By taking

each data similarity matrix in each class from
S1 ; : : : ; Sc , we have a set of features relevant to each
matrix that preserves the local structure of the data in
each of the S1 ; : : : ; Sc similarity matrices.
Assume we have selected two features f1 and f2 for
the data in class 1 (i.e., S1 ). Both features have smaller
values for .f1i f1j / and .f2i f2j / with respect to
two data instances xi and xj , which belong to the same
class (class 1).
.f1i f1j /  .f2i f2j /  0 ) f1i f1j D f2i f2j )
f1i f2i D f1j

f2j ) f1 / f2 :

We can see that f1 and f2 are also similar based
on the fact that they are the best features with which
to discriminate any one instance from the instances
belonging to class 1. Taking the similarity between
features also results in a common objective function
of feature selection. Thus, we can conclude that
our approach is connected with the above objective
function.

4

Experimental Results

We conducted experiments using the machine learning
package scikit-learn and publicly available datasets. In
the subsections below, we provide specifics about the
data we used and our experimental results.
4.1

Data

In the experiments, we mainly used two face image
datasets called COIL20 and ORL, which we obtained
from the scikit-feature open-source feature selection
repository at Arizona State University[25] . Both data sets
have a 1024-dimensional feature space in which all the
features have numerical and continuous values. The first
data set has 20 different objects and the second has 40.
Table 1 lists the details of these two datasets.
Later, to demonstrate that the performance of a
method is greatly influenced by how we calculate
the similarity between two features, we compared
our proposed feature-selection method with two other
datasets, BASEHOCK and GLIOMA, which are text
and bio data sets, respectively.
4.2

Results

We compared our new feature-selection algorithm
Table 1 Two image datasets used for performance
comparison.
Dataset
COIL20
ORL

Instances
1440
400

Features
1024
1024

Classes
20
40
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with various other feature-selection methods on the
above-mentioned datasets. To do so, we used each
feature-selection method to find the 10, 20, 30,
and up to 150 best features and then determined
their classification accuracies using three different
classification algorithms:
linear Support Vector
Machine (SVM), Naive Bayes, and decision tree
learning.
First, we compared our new feature-selection method
with the Laplacian score, which selects features that
can best preserve the data manifold structure. We
determined the accuracy for different sets of features
given by both methods on the COIL20 face image data
set.
Figure 3 shows the experimental results for the
unsupervised Feature-Selection (FS) method Laplacian

(a) SVM classification

(b) Naive Bayes classification

(c) Decision tree classification

Fig. 3 Performance
unsupervised FS.

comparison

of

new

FS

with
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score and our new method. As we can see, for all
three classification methods, the best feature sets from
10 to 150 were generated by our new feature-selection
method, which showed greater classification accuracy
than the Laplacian score feature-selection method. We
also tested the Laplacian score algorithm on the ORL
image data set and found it to have a very low accuracy
of about 3%, whereas the new algorithm achieved 62%
accuracy on the 10 best selected features using the SVM
classification algorithm.
Next, we compared two well-known supervised
feature-selection methods known as Fisher score[26]
and Relieff[27] with our new unsupervised featureselection method. The Fisher score selects features
based on feature values of samples within the same
class that are small, and those from different classes
that are large. Relieff selects features of separate
instances from different classes. In our experiment,
to determine the strength of the new feature-selection
method, we compared its performance in supervised
feature selection without the use of any class labels.
Figure 4 shows comparisons of the performances of
the Fisher score, Relieff, and the new feature-selection
method on the COIL20 image dataset, which has 20
different classes.
By a careful examination of the performances in Fig.
4, we can clearly see that new feature-selection method
almost outperforms Relieff in almost all cases and is
very competitive with the Fisher score in a few cases.
We have to keep in mind that the new feature-selection
method used no label information whereas the others
did.
Also, we can see that for all three classification
methods, the highest accuracy for the best 10 features
was realized by the newly proposed unsupervised
feature-selection method. Also, the best selected
features in the range from 10 to 150 are from the new
feature-selection method which achieves the highest
accuracy. Specifically, the values realized were 91%
accuracy for 130 features using the SVM classification
algorithm, 82% accuracy for 130 features by the
Naive Bayes classification algorithm, and 86% accuracy
for 60 features by the decision tree classification
algorithm. Thus, we find that the new selection method
demonstrated the best performance with the smallest
number of features, clearly outperforming the other
methods.
Figure 5 shows a comparison of the performances
of the Fisher score, Relieff, and new feature-selection
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(a) SVM classification

(a) SVM classification

(b) Naive Bayes classification
(b) Naive Bayes classification

(c) Decision tree classification

Fig. 4 Performance comparison of new FS with supervised
FS on COIL20 image dataset.

method on the ORL image dataset, which has 40
different classes. Again, we see that without the
benefit of any label data, the new feature-selection
method achieved the highest accuracy in almost all
cases, being outperformed only in a few cases by
the supervised feature-selection method. However,
we can see that the new feature-selection method
outperformed the Fisher score when using the first
two classification algorithms SVM and Naive Bayes,
and performed slightly worse using the decision tree
classification algorithm. However, in all three cases, the
new feature-selection method outperformed supervised
Relieff feature selection. In addition, the fluctuations
in accuracy for the new feature-selection method
are significantly reduced after it has gained some

(c) Decision tree classification

Fig. 5 Performance comparison of new FS with supervised
FS on ORL image dataset.

considerable experience, which means that it can
guarantee to yield the best features. From Fig. 3, we
can see that the accuracy change of the new featureselection method is ˙1% for two consecutive points
for the 60–150 range of best features, whereas that of
Relieff is greater than ˙25% for all three classification
algorithms.
We also conducted experiments using the new
feature-selection method on heterogeneous datasets.
We found that there is a relationship between the
calculation method used to determine the similarity
between features and the classification accuracy
realized on each type of dataset. This again confirms
the importance of taking feature dependencies into
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consideration in feature-selection processes.
Table 2 shows the classification accuracies achieved
using the SVM algortihm with the new feature-selection
method and Fisher score on three different datasets,
i.e., text, microarray, and image. We can clearly see
that new feature-selection method, which took no label
information into consideration, outperformed the Fisher
score supervised feature-selection method only for the
image data set. The reason for this is that to determine
the similarity between two features, we calculate the
Euclidian distance between them. This gives a strong
sense of an image dataset because we try to learn
important features by representing the feature space
using closely related features or pixels on the image as
they appear. Thus, the original structure of the feature
space is preserved, which supports the motivation for
developing this new feature-selection method.
In the same way, we must develop new calculation
methods that suit other datasets and expand this
new feature-selection method such that it can better
represent the original feature space and find the best
feature set.

5

Conclusion

Most real life problems are inherently unsupervised.
The expectation that there will always be label data is
not realistic and labeling is expensive. Yet most existing
filter feature-selection methods are supervised and rely
on labeled data. In the same way, existing unsupervised
feature-selection methods do not perform well in highdimensional feature space. Our newly proposed featureselection method offers a powerful solution and it
can be used in both supervised and unsupervised
environments and does not depend on labeled data. In
our experiments, it also outperformed existing methods
Table 2 Comparison of accuracies on heterogeneous
datasets.
Number of
Text
Microarray
Image
features
New Fisher New Fisher New Fisher
10
20
30
40
50
60
70
80
90
100

0.51
0.52
0.53
0.54
0.54
0.54
0.54
0.55
0.55
0.56

0.80
0.85
0.89
0.93
0.93
0.95
0.95
0.95
0.95
0.95

0.62
0.56
0.56
0.52
0.69
0.60
0.53
0.58
0.58
0.53

0.61
0.73
0.67
0.72
0.72
0.74
0.71
0.74
0.79
0.76

0.47
0.64
0.74
0.79
0.83
0.85
0.87
0.88
0.89
0.90

0.20
0.44
0.55
0.72
0.79
0.82
0.82
0.82
0.83
0.82
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in a high-dimensional feature space. Comparing its
accuracy when using different classification algorithms,
we found the performance of the new feature-selection
method to be independent of any specific learning
algorithm. Also, the structure and dependencies of
a feature space are carefully considered in the
calculations of this new method, whereas most
existing filter feature-selection methods assume that the
features are independent of each other and identically
distributed. Based on our performance comparisons,
we conclude that our newly developed feature-selection
method performs well on image data sets as it considers
existing feature dependencies, and also performs better
than both supervised and unsupervised feature-selection
methods.
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